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IBTBODUCTIOn

£gg shall quality Is bscoolng inersaslngly "spotlighted"

as tha poaltX7 Industry bseoBss aware of the great losses

incurred because of obeelcs, leakers and other shell defects.

As aethods of gathering eggs are aechanised, and increasing

nuBbers of eggs are cleaned by "in-llae" washers, and as

breeders continue to put nore importance on high egg production,

shell quality probleas that did not exist a few years ago, arc

causing great concern for producers, handlers, distributors,

retailers and oonsuasrs. £gg quality at the tiae of oriposition

is at its maxiauB. No handling procedure or storage condition

can iaproTe initial quality, oince Interior quality depends

soaewhat upon exterior quality for its preservation, and sinos

interior quality depends entirely upon shell quality for its

physical protection, it can be seen that shell quality not only

encoapasses the factor of aalntalnlng the wholesomeness and

desirability of the egg, but it is also the Tehicle in which

the egg is carried to the ultinate oonsuaer.

In order to study and iaprove shell quality, certain tools

are necessary to allow coaparisoas between different leTels or

frequencies of shell quality detexainations. To iaproTe a

factor, it aust be measurable, to insure that advanoeaents will

be noted. The tools for deteraining shell quality are aaziy

and diverse, ranging from the siaple eoaparisons by "belling"

or ooaparing color, to the new and sophisticated breaking

devices eaploying electro-aagnets, vacuua, and even



tqrdrostatle pressure. Kaay of these are too slaple and giro

too general a guide to be vortby of anything hut a passing

antion. Still others are very good in so far as quality of

data is oonoemed, hut are so eooplioated and slow to eiq^loy,

their use is also very liBited.

OBJSOTIVSS

The ohjeotivee of this report are two-foldt

(A) To present a review of literature concerning methods

and procedures of measuring shell quality, ineludizig a suaaaxj

comparing these methods and procedures. This summary will

include those methods not employed in Part B of the experimental

work conducted by the author. Those methods which are included

in the author's study and literature review pertaining to these

techniques will be discussed in detail in the results and

discussion of the basic work. The review of literature will

first consider reports which present the historic, or general

interest point of view, and then compare reports which actually

make comparisons between shell quality measuring methods.

(B) To offer an original comparison of three methods of

measuring shell quality, (1) shell thickness, (2} specific

gravity, and (3) i>ereent shell. In addition, a comparison will

be made between percent shell and egg weight. Correlation

coefficients, regression lines, means, standard deviations and

regression equations will be presented for the measurements

involved. The works of other authors will be discussed and



cooparcd to the findings of this report. Although breaking

strength is « valid and relativeljr accurate method, and eTan

though it oalces up a large segment of the literature reTiew,

it was not Included in the original experiaental work. The

reason was that it is extreaely difficult to construct an

apparatus capable of giving suitable data. This statement can

be verified by the report of Tyler and Oeake (19b3), who

constructed six impact devices and one crushing device in an

effort to obtain what they considered a suitable apparatus.

HST1E'<( Oy LITEHATOHE

Shell Thickness

Villard and Shaw (1909) wars among the first to report

actual measurefflents of shell thickness, using .010 of an Inch

as the increment of measure. Uerrasti (1916) reported an

averags shell thickness of .015 to .014 of an inch. Fronning

and ?rank (1938) recorded an average thickness of .014 of an

inch.

The average thickness of shell seemed to correspond with

the average crushing strength, according to Waite (1921). A

range of from .30 to .43 am was reported. Romanoff (1929) also

used millimeters as the unit of measurement, as did Lorens

(1952), Harms (1961), Mueller (1962), Perek and Kendler (1963),

and Koreng et al. (1964). All the mean shell thickness readings

reported by these workers were between .26 and .43 mm.

Lund, aeiman and uilhelm (193S) took measurements on th*



all and large ends of the eggs. Six readings were taken by

Vaxxen and 5obnepel (19^) t one on the pointed end, one on the

blunt end, two on the sides of the pointed half and two on the

sides of the blunt half. The scan of these six readings was

recorded as the shell thickness for each shell, vllheln (19^^))

reported Beasurements at points around the middle of each egg,

as did Carson, ^ton and Luglnbuhl (193^), Grlalnger and Seott

(19^)t Fronnlng and Frank (19^), fiaras and Waldroup (1961),

Singsen et al. (1962) and Mueller (1962). Keasurenents were

taken at both ends and at the middle or waist by Campos,

Ulleox and ohaffner (1962), while lerek and idendler (1963)

measured at unspecified points on the shell. Two points on

the equatorial plazke were measured by Heywang and Lowe (1962)

and HoTwasg, Held and Kesmerer (1964).

There was no general agreement of work reviewed as to the

question of shell thickness measurements with or without shell

membranes. Hagrs and oumbardo (1927) took readings excluding

membranes, as did arans, Carrer and Brant (1944), Sisemore et al.

(195?) and Wilson (1949). Those authors who measured thickness

with membranes. Included Berg and Bearse (1951) and Mather,

£pllng and Thornton (1961). Brant and Shrader (1952) suggested

that for the sake of ease and speed of measurement, the mem-

branes should be left Intact. Tyler and Qeake (1961) admitted

that remoral of the membranes poses a difficult problem,

particularly where large numbers and frequent measurements am
iuTolved, but suggested that for truly accurate data, shell



aeBbranea abould b« reaoved.

3«T«r«l laatruments for parforialng shell tbloknesa

r«cordlaii;s bare been used, including the screw microneter

•sd the thickness gauge. Hays and oumbardo (192?) used the

screw Blcrometer, as did Uolst, Alaquist and Lorens (19^2).

Krana, Carver and Brant (19^4), Berg and Bearse (19^1) amd

Hatberi iiipllng and Ibomton (1961) employed the mlcroaeter,

but all Mentioned their iastruaent had a convex or rounded

anvil, oiseaore et al. (1959) and Sullivan and &ingan (1962)

used a paper tbiclcness gauge, while Lund, Beiaan and Wilhclm

(1936) bad a Bicroaeter with a convex anvil attached directly

to the aaohine used for measuring breaking strength. Haxaa

and Waldroup (1961) reported the use of a Starrett ratohet-

stop aloroaeter calibrated in millimeters.

A description and illustration of the method for modifying

a paper thickness gauge manufactured by the a, C. Ames Company,

was given by Brant and ohrader (1952). The flat jaws were

filed or smoothed with an emery wheel. The authoi^ cautioned

to place the rounded Jaw on the surface of the egg shell and

to record shell defects such as wrinkles, ridges, rough areas

and body cheeks, along with shell thiokaess.

Welch, Waggoner and Silbreath (I960) compared two devices,

a Lufkin anvil micrometer and an Ames No. 25 It- thickness gauge.

A correlation coefficient of .860 was established between the

first and second micrometer dry readings, while the first thick-

ness gauge dry measurement had a correlation of .7^9 with the



s«oond thlclcness gauge dry aeasurement . This ladleatcd th*

ieroaetcr aay have bean sore praolse than th« thloknaaa

neaauring gauge aad that fewer replloatlona were required to

obtain the sane Infomatlon.

Brant, Otte and Chin (19^3) reported that egg breakage

during Barketlng Inoreased rapidly when shell thlclcness

dropped below .013 of an Inoh. Shrader (1934'} stated that If

the egg shell Is to carry Its contents to aarket It Bust

measure at least .013 of an laoh.

Breaking strength

Although few details were outlined, Wlllard and Shaw

(1909) say have been the first to publish data ooneemlng

strength of egg sheila, reporting on a specially devised

aohlne which asoertcdned the weight necessary to perforate

the shell. A drawing as well as a detailed description, were

furnished by Uerraatl (1916), of an apparatus for measuring the

breaking strength of eggs. He was greatly litpressed with the

arvelous strength of the shells *. . . so great that no oan,

ao aatter how strong he may be. Is able to break a sound hen's

•gg by squeezing it between his hands, applying the pressure

according to the axis of the egg". The device Included, among

other euBbersoae equlpaent, a large Jack aad a platfora scale

(capable of weighing aeveral hundred pounds). Be reported

breaking pressure of 133 pounds for brown eggs and 112.3 pounds

for white eggs.



Wait* (1921) •xplored th« area of the weight In grau

oaeeaeary to cruah the egg when positioned on its aide, this

test waa oade with a balance scale which adnittedly "... was

not a delicate instruaent Tor the purpose but seeaed to be

accurate enough for all practical purposes." A range froa

ZyU to 42CX} grans was reported, and the conclusion was

reached that average shell thickness seeaed to correspond with

the average of crushing strength.

Xennard (192$) used a machine originally desli^ned for

testing breaking strength of bones, i^ggs were placed endwise

ia sockets shaped to distribute the pressure over a consider-

able area, and also against a flat surface, instead of the

sockets. In both casea, the eggs were against 1/16 inch

rubber pads. The crushing strength ranged fron 16.3 to 39.0

lb. An apparatus employing a pair of spring balances and a

carpenters claap was employed by Alder (1927). the small end

of the egg was placed on a saall padded depression in the

center of a wooden lever arm, and the large end of the egg in

a siaular depression in a block of wood attached to the elaq>.

One end, free to move, was attached to the hook of the balance.

The depression for the egg was at the center between these two

points. Iressure was applied by tightening the clamp until

the shell broke. Xhe reading on the spring balance was

recorded at that point in pounds of pressure.

A number of workers have used either the exact version or

modifications of a machine described in detail by Homanoff



(1929). A. flat surfac* was esployed on which the agg rest«d

vertically. A long platfora calibrated In Jcllograas along its

length had one end fixed, but free to rotate, and Its other

end rested on the upper pole of the egg, and presented a flat

surface to It. Pressure on the egg was Increased by slowly

drawing a weighted trolley along the platfom from the fulcrua

toward the egg. The position of the trolley was noted when

the egg oraokad. £ggs usually broke at either one pole or th«

other and rarely at both simultaneously. Eooanoff aade a few

tests in which the pressure was applied at the sides of the

egg Instead of at the ends, and reported that the average

hreaJdng strength of egg shells was less by 1 to 2 kg if th»

eggs were broken in the former position. The highest breaking

strength was found to be 8.3 kg, while the average for 3,998

eggs was 4.46 kg.

k rather poor quality photograph which showed a machine

with a piece of wood resting on the side of the egg, was fur-

nished by Ilorgan, Mitchell and Boderick (19}0). A plunger,

free to move vertically, was forced down upon the block when

water was poured into a cylinder. Thus, the weight of the

block, plus the weight of the plunger, plus the weight of the

water, totaled the breaking strength for the particular egg.

Although few details were noted as to the apparatus employed,

Morgan (1932) reported a correlation coefficient of .493 for

Whitft Leghorn eggs and .535 for Barred Plymouth itook eggs,

between breaking strength and percent shell. Breaking strength



was determined by gradually iacreaaing the weight applied to

the egg at right aagles to the long axis until the shell

craoked.

Larro Research Fanu (1932) used illustrations to deson-

strata an egg shell testing device. According to the photo-

graphs, it consisted of a cylinder, resting ioaediately aboye

the egg, which was filled with glycerine. The lower end of

the cylinder was a circular xrubber diaphragm. Constant

pressure was exerted upon the egg froa top to bottoa by screw-

ing down the plunger located inside the glycerine filled tube.

The pressure was thus transaitted to the glycerine, the

diaphragm and finally to the egg. The weight at which the egg

erao]ccd was recorded on a dial of the gauge in pounds per

square inch and was considered the breaking strength for ths

egg tested which ranged from 10 to 300 lb.

Cracking strength was determined by owenson and James

(1932) with a device which dropped steel balls from increasing

heights until cracking occurred. This force was eipressed as

"dynes", which was defined as the mass of the steel ball,

multiplied by the velocity at which it was traveling at the

time of impact. It was concluded, from comparing this cracking

method with shell thickness readings, that there was a positive

association between the thickness of the egg shell and the

force in "dynes" necessary to break the shell.

Tully and iwanke (193*) constructed an apparatus which

increased the pressure to the blunt end of the egg by
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incTcaslng th« steady flow of zlso shot lato a oontainsr. A

baffla at the end of the funnel through which the shot fell,

broke the force of gravity. Just at the instant the 1 ub

dlaaeter rod punctured the egg, the flow of shot was stopped

hy a trip. The egg rested on a rubber support which gave a

fairly large supporting area to the egg. Each egg was punc-

tured three tines and the aean of these was considered the

breaking strength reading for each egg. Thick shelled eggs

gave a clean puncture, while thinner shelled eggs gave

radiating cracks, as well as the usual puncturing.

Baskett, Bryden and Hale (1957) as quoted by Tyler (1962),

iMSd a flat ended, cylindrical pin, 1 ma in diameter, which

pressed against the waist of the egg resting in a depression

on a wooden block. Increasing air pressure, read off a gauge,

was transferred through a syringe barrel to a piston to which

the pin was attached. U«sults were recorded only when a oleaa

hole was formed. Cracked eggs were discarded, and for the

remaining, it was possible to obtain up to eight readings

around the latitude of a single egg.

Again quoting from l^ler (1962), £din, Helleday and

Anderson (1937) described a device in which a brass weight was

oounterimposed by a cylinder which contained water. The lower

end of the egg rested in a socket in a stand, and the upper

end fitted into another socket in the base of the weight.

When water was syphoned from the cylinder, the brass weight

produeed an ever Increasing pressure on the egg until it
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crushed. The ezushlng strength was then giren by the weight

of the water reaoved from the cylinder.

A photograph published by Stuart and Hart (19?8) showed

a scale fastened to a platform which also supported a spiral

gear-wheel arrangement. A wooden holder for supporting the

•gg in an upright position was placed on the scale and adjust-

ments were made to compensate for the weight of the holder.

Am egg was placed in position and downward pressure was

applied by turning a wheel which moved a rod until it began to

press the egg. This pressure was transferred through the egg

and the balance pointer registered the necessary strength to

effect breakage. This force was expressed in pounds.

In an effort to simulate the shock encountered under

conditions of handling and transportation in market channels,

Kennard (19^3) used eggs in a group-test. The apparatus

included a carriage which accommodated up to 23 eggs. This

carriage slid down an incline and came to an abrupt halt at

a buffer block at the lower end of the track. All eggs were

pre-tested for breakage, by belling the eggs together, and

tested again by this same method, following the carriage test.

From this, the percentage of eggs cracked by the "ride" was

calculated.

Lillie and Thompson (1947) constructed an egg shell-

breaking apparatus consisting of an ordinary 25 lb balance with

a small block placed on top. This block had a depression which

held the egg under a specially constructed lever which was used
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to apply pr«*sare to the ogga*

Two aeparate appro«cb«s to broaldLns atrength methods w«r*

reported by Novlkoff and Qutterldge (1949). The first waa

tensed the penetrometer aetbod, in wblch a needle was brought

into contact with the end o£ an egg and force applied until

the shell was punctured. The applied force was read directly

froB a scale on which the egg reated. The second, the breakage

etbod, included dropping the egg froa rest through gradually

increasing heights, until breakage occurred. The egg weight

times the distance it fell, was considered as the index of tba

force at the point of breakage. The authors reported a con-

sistently high positive correlation of approximately .70

between specific gravity, penetrometer and breakage methods,

while a low negative correlation was obtained between percent

moisture loss and the other three methods.

According to Tyler (1962), Hale (19^) employed an appa-

ratus with a vertical glass tube of 7.8 mm diameter (inside

dimensions) and a steel ball 7.2 am diameter and 1.462 gm in

weight. The ball was raised by means of a magnet which was

moved up the outaide of the tube. When the magnet waa quickly

withdrawn, the ball fell. The egg was held firmly against the

bottom of the tube and the ball was dropped from a height of

14 em. The height of fall waa Inereasad 2 om at a time until

cracking took place. The ball was never allowed to strike ths

same point on the egg twice, but fell on a auoceasion of

points around the middle of the egg, each about 1 om apart.
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Th« and point, that Is, th« height of fall whloh produced a

eraek, was Judged b/ sound, but since this was open to ques-

tion, a further drop of the ball resulted in the ball not

bouncing, thus confiralng that a craolc had indeed occurred.

Hale used the standard formula to calculate the value in dynes,

or in some oases, simpl/ took the height of fall as the crack-

ing record.

A constantly increasing load was applied at the rate of

100 gB per second to an egg lying lengthwise between two

parallel plates by Brooks and Hale (195$). The sachln*

recorded the increasing load applied to the egg at the two

opposed points on Its equator, and the dioinution ia distance

between the two plates during loading. The authors stated the

egg shell appeared to reseable aetallic surfaces in that the

real area of contact was nearly proportional to the applied

load.

Bauch (1938), as reported by Tyler (1962), used a aachlne

which e]q>loyed a hand wheel attached to a screw with two plates.

The egg rested between these plates and was crushed when

pressure was applied by turning the screw. One plate pushed

Cainst a spring, thus providing even pressure on both sides

of the egg. The pressure required to break the egg was read

on a scale calibrated in kllograas.

Thornton and Koreng (1938) determined breaking strength

by slaply finding the percent of eggs with sound shells. The

eggs were first candled, and then lightly "belled" together to
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datermto* sbell soundness. Statistical analysis showed this

was a raliahla aethod of deteralnlng shall quality.

A Tarlatlon of the falling ball tachnique was anployed

^ The Thornber Bros., Ltd. (I960), again quoting from Xyler

(1962). A series of balls of inoreaslng weight were allowed

to fall in succession from a fixed height onto the egg until

it cracked, rhe craolcing point was then stated according to

the number of the ball in the series. It was not disclosed

whether or not the balls were allowed to strike the egg at the

aaae point on successive falls.

Bowman and Chal lender (1965) Checked the eggs tested at

three farms where they were produced and recheekcd them at the

packing station 20 miles distant. The eggs were subsequently

subjected to the breaking strength test which consisted of

dropping a sequence of balls of inoreaslng weight from a fixed

height of 4 3/8 inches onto the equatorial region of the egg

which was positioned over a candling lamp. So attempt was mad*

to see that the balls in the sequence hit a different place or

the same point on the shell. There was a may1 mi of seven balls

in a aeries ranging in weight from 2.0? to 8.3^ gm. The number

on the ball which produced the first crack in the egg waa the

break number score for that egg. Shell thickness of these eggs

waa measured by the method of Tyler and Oeake (1961). Shell

thickness measurements were closely correlated, both genetically

and phenotypically, to measureaents of percentage of cracks,

when the correlations were based on variety means.
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1^1«T aad GaaJce (1963) In a study of shell strength

asasurlng dsvloes described several lastruaents which used

either iopaot, (which allowed an object to strike the egg) or

crushing, wherebjr a gradually increasing load was applied to

the egg. The first apparatus described enployed an alloy

pluomet weighing two graast which fell down a vertical glaas

tube of 1.28 oa internal diaoeter and struck the waist of the

egg. The egg was not placed tightly against the mouth of the

talM so the air pushed in front of the falling weight could

•scape and not influence impact. The pluoaet was attached to

a string and could be dropped fro* various heights according

to a meter rule fastened to the tube, by merely releasing the

thread. The height of the final drop of the plummet was ooa-

sidered the cracking strength. A second device, almost identi-

cal to the above, was constructed to speed up the work, but

It gave much higher readin^^s and therefore, the two devices,

with such divergent results, were not considered suitable for

general use. The only explanation for the discrepancy of

results for the two machines was that the first apparatus had

.1} cm clearance between the plummet and the tube while the

second had only .10 om clearance.

A second method, using a free-falling object without the

glass tube, was decided upon in order to overcome the short-

comings of the first method. This device used ball bearings,

instead of the flat based plummets, each ball weighing 1.040

or 1.041 gm. The ball was dropped by a small electro magnet
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attached to a movable arm, after belag firmly secured over the

egg according to a plumb lloe. The ball rebounded to about

70% of its original height it the egg did not crack, but only

a amall rebound was noted with the blow which cracked the egg.

This method was satisfactory, but was abandoned since two

Tariables were introduced, making a more complicated mathe-

matical treatment of the data necessary, namely, the distance

of drop and the number of drops necessary to complete cracking.

The authors believed the cracking process was affected by a

summation of blows of different strengths and that each suc-

cessive blow affected the cracking produced by the final blow.

Rotation of the egg was tried in order that each blow struck

the egg in a different position varying from .5 to 2.0 em

apart. The final crack always ran along the line of prevtous

blows suEsesting that previous blows influenced cracking

strength.

Because of the above difficulties, a third method was

developed which employed dropping the ball from a constant

height and oountiag the blows required to produce cracking.

This required, first of all, determining the height which would

produce cracking with a reasonable number of blows. A compro-

mise distance of 25 em drop was decided upon. Then, it was

noticed the ball failed to hit exactly the same point with eaoh

drop. This was tested by the use of a smoked plate on which

the Impact produced a clear circle about 1 mm in diameter with

a minute black dot at Its center. With 10 drops, some overlap
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ooourred, bat usually, 7 or 8 distinct eiroles oould b« identi-

fied, indicating a scatter pattern of as much as 1 am. The

explanation for this pattern was the electro-nagnet trigger

evidently produced a slight and variable horisontal motion aa

the ball dropped when the oagnet was switched off.

Because of this random scattering, the authors decided to

use an apparatus which would eliminate this problem. Thejr

replaced the electro-magnet with a rigidly fixed micrometer

having double convex Jaws and thus reduced scattering from

2^ CM to an absolute minimum. This method was used for several

experiments before it was finally replaced by another.

The impact method finally decided upon consisted of a

filter pump with a tube having a side arm connected to it, the

side arm closed with a clip. Suction from the pump held the

6.? mm diameter ball into position on the tip of the 3. 2 mm

internal diameter tube until release of the clip allowed the

ball to drop. Vith this method, it was possible to strike the

egg in exactly the same spot with succeeding blows, and also

to establish a pattern of desired locations for a series of

drops, determining the point of first blow and deciding what

spacing was desirable between blows was all that was necessary

to coaQ)lete a series, either in a straight line or even at

right angles to previous blows.

Tyler and Oeake (1963) also developed a device to study

crushing methods of breaking strength which determined the

•mount of increasing pressure on the egg, as opposed to the
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iapaet devices described above. This Involved a beaker rest-

ing on one end of an arm and a oup on the other end, the ara

resting on a pivot at the exact center. A brass plate was

secured over the cup, which aade contact with the top of the

ess restlns in the cup. Very fine lead shot was fumeled into

the beaker at approxifflately 10 s> per second, the flow being

stopped at the tiae the ess cracked. The oup, on which the

egg rested, insured not only the egg cracked at its uppentost

end, but also that Beasureaents could be taken on the other

end of the egg if desired, k stop was also provided under the

beaker which could be adjusted so extensive daoage to the egg

could be avoided when the cracking point was reached. The

brass plate contacting the egg was also modified to allow a

rod or needle to crack or puncture the egg instead of the flat

surface of the plate. This apparatus, as stated, allowed for

testing either or both poles, but if desired, it could also be

adjusted, bjr simply turning the egg in the oup, to neaaure

pressure neceesazy to crack the egg at the equator or waist.

In a cofflparison of the above techniques, it was concluded

that with a correlation coefficient of cracking strength and

hell thickness of not more than .69, the contribution which

thickness sakes to strength is not more than y»b. Other fac-

tors contributing to strength must aooount for at least 309l»

In oraoking studies l^ler and Oeake found the waiat always

showed greater strength than the large pole and the large pole

was always stronger than the narrow end. This was the opposite
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of th« flndlaga tor orashing Methods » wfaloh showed th« waist

to be the weakest, the narrow pole the strongest and the broad

end, Interaedlate . The crushing methods generalljr gave higher

correlation coefficients than cracking aethods, but even so,

these showed that shell thickness contributes no acre than

^'ji to breaking strength. It was found all aethods studied

gare a highly signifioant relationship between strength and

thickness, but the aagnitude of the correlation coefficient

showed thickness only plays a relatively small part in produc-

ing a strong shell.

The only explanation offered by '^ler and Qeake for the

fact that crushing and cracking etbods gave different results

for a glTen shell thickness when the waist, broad or narrow

pole were measured, was that evidently the two methods (1)

breaking by crushing or (2) cracking by impact, are measuring

a different characteristic other than thickness. These, it is

suggested, may include crystal structure and organic material

In the shell, and it is also possible other factors may raxy

between individual hens and also during the laying season.

Kehring (1949) used a machine with a small windless

attached to a movable bar on which a small bolt was secured.

The windless was operated and the bolt, which had been filed

smooth, exerted pressure against the side of the egg mldwsy

between the poles. The pressure applied was read directly on

a scale and was expressed in grams necessary to crack the

•hell. This method allowed oraeking without crushing and thus
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alloiMd 8«lTag« of the Intaot egg.

SlttlEa, Bescb and 3altl) (1965) dereloped a tester which

eatployed a new concept, of increasing the hydrostatic pressure

of the egg contents, in so far as measuring shell quality of

eggs is concerned. The hydrostatic tester was essentially a

holder which permits a leak-proof insertion of a hypodermic

needle into the egg. Arrangeoents were made for introducing

water into the egg and for aeasuring the resulting hydrostatic

pressure. This pressure was expressed as pounds per square

Inch (psi). In comparing results from this method of testing

•hell strength and other more usual or conventional means, tb«

authors reported a correlation coefficient of .46 between the

hydrostatic tester and a dynamic drop or impact method, a

figure significant at the probability level of .03. When egg

sise and shell thickness were compared, a correlation coeffi-

cient of .90 was obtained (significant at the .01 level). A

regression of egg sise to shell thickness, showed a linear

relationshipt egg alxe - ll-.O - .57 shell thickness. No

explsnation was offered for the fact that shells of eggs from

one hen were the weakest as indicated by drop testing, but

were among the strongest when tested hydrostatically. The

above indicated that of the two methods of determining shell

strength, the presmre test method had a lower coefficient of

variation than the drop method, but this value was much greater

than for either egg weight or shell thickness. There was,

according to this report, a direct linear relationship between
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•gg sis* aad sb«ll thickness.

Porosity

Klsso (1899) as quoted X»j Konaaoff (1929) foimd the mui-

ber of pores per square Billlaeter ot shell varied froa .86 to

1.44 with an average of 1.23< i>umi (1923) concluded the larger

the egg, the saaller the amount of evaporating surface relative

to its weight, and the larger the egg the sore pervious its

shell. The foraula used for calculating the surface area of

eggs was AJiSA - 4.65^w»ight^.

Hays and 3uabardo (192?) used fresh eggs to study porosity

In relation to hatchabllity. The large end of the egg was

broken, and the contents reaoved. The shell with its aeabrsnes

was washed with tap water and then filled with alcohol eosin

and allowed to stand for six hours at room temperature. The

stain was poured out and the shell examined with a low power

microscope. The number of pores in 20 squares 5x5 mm in sixe

were counted. The number of shell pores per square centimeter

of surface in the equatorial region vturled from 413 to 601.

Romanoff (1929) was among the first to recognise that

sise, location and number of pores might be a guide to shell

strength and thickness. He reported strong, thick shells have

a large number of minute pores, while weak, thin shells have

few, but often quite large pores. It was concluded, therefore,

that observation of the outer surface for the number and sise

of pores may guide in judging for breaking strength and
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thlekn*s8 of vgs sheila. Eoaanoff (1945) bmub to oontradiot

this when reporting on the permeehllity of egg shells, which

is dlreotly Influenced bj porosity, bj stating there was

apparently no correlation between perveability and the breaking

strength of the entire e^ or thickness of the shell.

Alaquist and Hoist (1931) Ijuiersed an egg for two sinutes

in a eolation of nethylene blue in 93;>a alcohol (three grams

per liter). After staining, the shell was split into halves

and the contents removed. When the inside of the shell was

wiped dz7, a olear and permanent picture of porosity was eTi-

dent. Almquiet and Burmester (193$4) subsequently used this

method when working with abnormal types of eggs. Qlasay

shelled eggs tended to be extremely low in shell porosity and

because of this, they retained their fresh quality much better.

Bryant and oharp (1934) counted pores by immersing eggs

in water, creating a vacuum and counting the sources of bubbles

that came from the eggs. They also employed an apparatus

similar to the one described by Romanoff (1929) to compare

pores and breaking strength. The correlation coefficient

between strength of shell and number of pores was .258 which

was small but significant. To determine the effect of pores

upon the loss in weight, correlations were mads with two

groups of eggs. The eggs were stored for 2? and 30 days at

35°C. The correlation coefficients were .4$ and .46 for the

relation of number of pores to loss in weight. Both values

were significant.
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terlc Beasuremsnta of the paasage of water and air

through the ahell aade by Haines and Moran (1940) ahowad ahella

Taz7 MidaXy In poroalty, aren when taken on aucoasalve daya

fron the aane hen. There waa no algnlflcant correlation be-

tween poroalty, ao determined, and the number of shell pores

ooonted by staining methods, but there waa a rough correlation

between poroalty determined by the viscometer and the evapora-

tion of water during storage.

Percent Shell

Jull (1924) expreaaed ahell weight as a percent of total

•gg weight. The nutller eggs were found to contain a higher

percent of ahell and percent shell decreaaed with regularity

from the llghteat to the heaviest eggs, nartln, iilrlclcaon and

Inalco (1930) included membranes in expressing percent shell.

Prior to weighing and calculating percent ahell, the sheila

were dried In an oven at lOO^C for 20 hr. Maasengale and

Piatt (1931) waahed broken shells with distilled water, placed

thaa in a drying oven for 12 hr at e^°7 and determined their

weight. Percent ahell was calculated on the basla of the

weight of the egg 24 hr after ovlpoaltlon.

Under normal temperature conditions, Bennlon and Warren

(1933) reported a figure of 9.91* ahell, but under high

temperattire environments, there was a drop of ^.79^. Compar-

ing thla to a drop of 3.10% In albumen and an Increase of

I0.6&)i In yolk. It was concluded that high temperattires affect
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percent shell aore than the other quality factors examined.

Carver et al. (.19y^) used both air dried and oven dried

weights to calculate percent shell. Morgan and Kltchell (1938)

used wet shells with adhering membranes to determine percent

hell.

£Tans, Carver and Brant (19^^) allowed shells to dry at

^^C for at least three days, before determining shell weight

and calculating percent shell. Calculations for percent shell

were made by Folln and Sturkle (1937) after the shells were

dried at 105^C for 24 hr, membranes Included. Crowley et al.

(1961) weighed the shells after they were washed free of

adhering albumen and air dried at room temperature for 96 hr.

Percent shell was then calculated.

Specific Gravity

Romanoff and Romanoff (194'9) defined specific gravity as

that value calculated from egg weight and the weight of an

equal volume of water. They placed the average specific

gravity of fresh chlclcen eggs at 1.093» while for off-shaped

eggs the value was between 1.088 and 1.090. Further, since

all eggs lose weight through evaporation of water, a decline

in specific gravity occurs following ovlpoaltiOD. This is

true of all eggs, regardless of shape, else or shell thiolcncss^

The average value for 100 eggs examined by ?ronda and Clemente

(195*), as quoted by Homanoff and Komanoff (194-9), was 1.056,

a rather low figure, and evidently, the result of testing eggs



wbloh wer« not zMwly laid.

MttssAhl and aalbersl«b«n (1923) uaod a eoamrelal dsTie*

whicti was on the aarket at that tlae, to deteralae spaolflo

gravity as it ralatad to rertlllty, hatoblag powar and growth

of ohioks. This "gadget" was later dasorlbad by Munro (19'^0)

as the "Maglo iigg Tester", whioh its proaoters elalaed oould

be used to predict fertility, hatcbabillty and sex of the

ohlck. Actually, it was simply a floater upon whioh the egg

was attached. Higher specific gravity eggs pulled the floater

further under the water than lower specific gravity eggs. The

scale for the floater was very coarse and indefinite and the

specific gravity of the egg could only be determined by properly

adjusting for size, the larger eggs pulled the floater further

under water than did smaller eggs of the same specific gravity.

Kusaebl and Halbersleben decided there was little correlation

between specific gravity, fertility and hatohability of hens

•ggs.

Outteridge and Pratt (19^^) used the specific gravity

etbod of Ollson (193^), but also reported use of a value

oalled "adjusted specific gravity." This term was evidently

applied to attempt to adjust by regression for the effect of

different values for specific gravity at the beginning of the

experiment. In a later report, Outterldge and Novlkoff (194?)

used the terms "good shell strength" and "high specific

gravity" as though they were synonymous. A combination of

factors, including specific gravity and number of cracked eggSi
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was nscd by SaYag« ct al. (1952)* It waa found when apaolflc

graTitj Ineraaaad, ttie number of oraekad eggs dacreased.

3alt aolutlona ranglzig from 1.066 to 1.102, wltb grada

intarrals of .004, vara kept In atoppared bottlaa and taatad

each waek Mltb a bTdroaeter, hj Oabuten and Sbaffner (1934).

Spaolflo graTlty readings were taken as being tbe concentratloa

of tbe salt aolutlon In wbiob tbe egg joat floated below tbe

aurface. Anderson et al. (1957) used tbe metbod described b7

nvaro (1940) wltb a range In aolutlona from 1.066 to 1.088,

wltb range adjustments coincident wltb obangea In tbe speclflo

gravity rangea of tbe egga teated. A class solution interval

of .002 was maintained and aolutlona were atandardlaed prior

to eaob daily trial, iipeoific gravity solutions ranging from

1.044 to 1.120 wltb increments ranging from .002 to .003 were

reported by Fope et al. (I960), Peteraen et al. (I960), Huston

and Carmen (1961), Sullivan and Kingan (1962), Arscott,

Racbapaetayakom and 3ernier (1962), Hunt and Altken (1962) and

Berg, Bearae and Merrill (1964).

naolntyre, Cbanoey and Gardiner (1965) reported tbat as

an Indicator of actual calcium requirements of laying bens,

sbell quality, as measured by specific gravity, may be more

senaitive and accurate tban egg production. Naber, Kaokay and

loucbburn (1963) measured specific gravity by immersing egga

in saline solutions of known specific gravity, and reported

tbere was no relatlonabip between abnormal eggs and apeeifio

gravity. &gg sbell abnormalltiea were expressed as tbe percent
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of aggs laid that ahowad oraoka, ohaoka, blind ohaoka, rough

taxtura or axtreaa porosity.

£gg Walght Loaa

Although agg weight loaa la olosaly ralated to and par-

hapa oauaad by poroalty, numeroua Invaatlgatora have treated

it lodapendantly and without regard to porosity In reporting

upon ahall quality Baaaureaenta. The forwil*

ABSA - 4.6$ v5/waight^ waa uaad by Ounn (1923) to eospara agg

alae and agg weight loaa. The relatlonahip was axpresaad aa

having two cauaast (1) the larger the agg the aoallar the

amount of evaporating aurfaoe relative to ita weight and (2)

the larger the agg the aora pervloua the ahall.

Godfrey and Claon (1937) uaad freshly laid eggs to record

weight loaa in a forced draft incubator at 99.$*^^ and 60^

relative humidity for 14 daya. hI^Iiui, Gordon and Godfrey

(194$) used thla aaaa general procedure and concluded "...

this method has a diatlnot advantage bacauae weight loaa can

be determined under atrictly comparable conditiona of moiatura

and temperature in the incubator. It la a sisple, total aooro

method, of measuring shell (finality Inatead of aevaral ahall

charaoteriatica aueh aa poroaity, wet or dry ahall weight,

thickneaa of ahell, membrane character and tbickneaa or

exterior charaeteriatica."

Mueller and Scott (1940) expreased weight leas of egga as

the weight loaa per unit of ahell area. Thia criterion was
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preferred orer shell welgbt, shell thleknesa or auaber and

slse of pores. The egga were weighed on the first d«7 auid

also the 16tb dajr after incubation in a forced draft aaohine

at 99°? and a wet bulb reading of Q^^F. Xbe authors provided

the following fomila for predicting the loss in weight

eiqyressed la ailllgrans per square centimeter of shell area:

X - 16.274 • r - 1?.32, where I is the loss in mg/eB^/24 hr.

llyler (194$) stated that weight loss asasures in quanti-

tative teiss the total effect of the presence of pores.

Aoeordingljr, he stated, this was the best method of pore

deteraination, preferable to actual pore coiuts and rate of

air or gas passage, because it was more realistic to aeasure

the aaouat of water loss than ezaot number, or type and dis-

tribution of pores. Shrader (1934) stated that shell strength

can be aeasured bjr rate of evaporation when eggs are put into

a warm laoubator.

Shall Texture

Flatt (1929) was one of the first workers to report com-

parisons between eggs on a shell texture basis. Five grades

were originally set up, but it was found that it was iapossible

to distinguish between them with accuracy, so the grades good

or poor oaly were used according to how nearly egga approached

these standards. Massengale and Flatt (1931) candled chicken

eggs to determine within 24 hr the texture, or as they referred

to itf the nuaber of air spots in the shell, a seals system
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was sat up for differentiating on a texture baals, number one

being practloalljr void of air apota and nuaber five prac-

tically covered with theae apota.

niller and Bearse (193^) olaaaed anoothneaa Into four

eatagorlea, grade aero oonatltutlng an entire abaenee of rough-

neaa eauaed by lime depoalts, with gradea 1, 2, and 3 dealg-

nating progreaalve degreea of roughneaa. A modification of

tbla acoring ayatea waa employed by Berg and Bearae (1951)«

Zero waa eatabllsbed aa the atartlng point and 3 the end

polntt with six Increaenta of 0.5 to expreaa Inoreaalng num-

bera of caloareoua nodules on the sheila. Scott (1944) alao

eatabllabsd four arbitrary gradea to olaaalfy shell texture

(roughness).

Working with turkey eggs, Phillips and Ullllaas (1944)

segregated flTe olaaaea according to ahell texture: (1) dark

brown apota, (2) buff spots, (3) barely vlalble spotting which

gave the shell a tinted appearance, (4) chalk white, and ($}

pronounced caloareoua depoalta.

Shell Weight

Although an Intricate part of percent ahell, ahell weight

la used by seTsral Inveatlgators aa a ahell quality measure-

ment In Itaelf, without expreaalng It In relation to the else

of the egg (weight). Hart et al. (1925) expressed shell data

aa "dried weight of ahells In grams", and referred to hena

treated with ultra-violet light, aa laying eggs with markedly
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increased emounta of "llae" In their shells. They did not

ention whether or not their shell weight date included shell

Bambrenes.

Buolcner (192?) referred to weight of shells and inoreased

weight of shells, but gave no further details except to con-

clude that approxijutely ^.5 gs of oalciuiB carbonate are needed

every 24 br to replenish the amount of caloiua renoved by shell

production. Asaundson and Finslgr (19}$) used weight of the

hell plus menbranes to express differences in shell quality

caused by thyroid activity. Membranes were also included in

shell weight work by Folin and oturkie (1937) < and shells were

dried for 24 hr at 103°C before they were weighed. A direct

ratio for shell weight (dried, without neBbranes) was developed

by Heywang, Held and Seamerer (1964).

KoNally (1963) compared frequency distribution corves of

the shell weight of sound and cracked eggs. A range of from

3.3 to 6.0 gm was found for cracked eggs shell weight, while

eggs with shells weighing less than 3<3 gm were lost in the

poultry house. £ggs with shells weighing over 6.0 gm were

reportedly seldom broken under good handling methods. The

percentage of eggs cracked inoreased logarithmically as the

egg shell weight decreased fr<»i 6 to 3.3 gm. HgS *hell weight

inoreased semilogarithmically over the 30-70 gm range of egg

content weight (egg weight less shell weight). In conclusion,

KcNally suggeeted the calculated average percentage of cracked

eggs in relation to shell weight, in eggs weighing between
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$6-76 gm, was a good sooring netbod for meaaorlng egg ahall

^italltT'.

Shall Valgbt far Unit Araa

Uendrloka, !*• and GodTrey (1931) calculated a ahell

thlcknaaa index, height of the ahell waa divided by tMO-thirda

the area of the contenta of the egg. Ihia waa proportional to

the weight of the ahell per unit area of the egg. Warren and

Sehnepel (1940) applied the foraula developed by Dunn (1923)

for calculating the surface area of an eggs

ABBA 4,65 *^welght , except Warren and Sehnepel aubatitutod

the value of 4.67« which waa calculated froa eggs they teated.

The reaulting value, weight per aqoare centiaeter of ahell,

ooapared preoiaely with figurea for shell thickneaa of the

aaae eggs, although no actual atatiatical analysis was applied.

Dunn 'a fomula was also used by Hutchinson (1953). The

weight of aeabranea waa included, and the shells were dried at

100**C. A range tnm .0729 to .0762 waa found in graaa per

aquare centimeter of shell. Jenkins and Tyler (I960) included

eabranea and expreased ahell quality in tenia of "weight per

unit area plua aeabranes". The formula used waa 3 - 4.67 ''I ft

whore 3 - aurfaee area in c«^ and W - freah egg weight in graaa.

Taylor and Uertelendy (1962) determined the dry weight of

ahella (plus membranes) and applied the formula of Jenklna and

l^ler (I960) to determine the weight per cm^ of ahell surface.
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Bcnjaain (1920) a« quoted by nuaXler, K«w aad Biua (I960)

oould, find no algnlfloaint dlXfarenc* in abap* iadex batwaea

tba firat and aeoond jraar of production. HowaTer, tba abapa

index inoreaaed until tba fiftb or aiztb nontb of production

and tben deereaaed gradually, in eaob of tbe two yeara. Om

tba otber band, Marble (194^3) found no algnifleant aeaaonal

rariation in abapa Indoxaa of egga produced by Barred Ilynoutb

Rock: bena. Mueller, Haw and Buaa (I960) in exploring effeota

of age and aeason upon egg quality factors, concluded tbe abapa

indicea of eggs produced during tbe pullet year were aignlfi-

eantly bi|;ber than abape Indicea of egga produced during tbe

aecond year of laying. Seaaon of tbe year bad no effect on

abape iolex.

Taylor and Hartin (1929) claaaed egga into round, ovid

and long, witbout actual neaaureaent of tbe egga InTolred.

It waa found tbe average of percent sbell waa lower for round

agga, altbottgb tbla waa not aignifloant. It waa concluded no

algnlficant dlfferanoea exlated between egga of different

abapea aa to tblekneas and percent abell. Stewart (1936), in

a atudy of tbe effect of egg abape and abell tblekneas upon

bell atrengtb, concluded tbat wben equal preaaure was applied

to botb ends of tbe egg, breaking atrengtb did not depend, to

any appreciable degree, upon egg abape. k alnilar report was

ada by Sdia, Halleday and Anderaon (1937) according to Xylar

(1961).
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It was reported by ?r«nk, Swanaon and Burger (1962) that

egg shell strength, as stated In terns of the weight necessary

to crush the Intact egg, oannot wholly be explained by shell

thlolcness, specific gravity, percent shell or egg weight, when

these factors are considered either in eoabination or indivldu-

ally. Therefore, it was concluded, that additional factors,

particularly those involved in the geoaetric structure of the

intact egg, sight shed soae light upon the residual variation

la shell strength.

The formula. "SSLi^Sg^ ^ 100' **« -Ploy'^ by

Richards and Swanson (19&5) to compute shape index. The maxi-

oa diaaeter and length of each egg was aeasured to the

nearest .1 ma with a flat-Jawed caliper. The authors reported

shell thickness was the best single predictor of crushing

strength because it explained about 36% of the variation in

crushing strength. Kgg shape was able to explain only between

5 and 11% of the total variation. This represented 33, 33 and

15:^ of the variability reaaining after shell thickness had been

considered in three experiments. Therefore, the proportion of

total variation in crushing strength explained by the eoabina-

tion of shell thickness and egg shape was 71, 71, and 64$,

respectively, in the three trials. It was concluded that egg

shape, expressed as shape index, was found to be independent

of shell thickness and accounted for 15 and 33Ji of the vari-

ability in crushing strength reaaining after shell thickness

had been considered.
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la a atttdjT ot Inherltiuice of egg ahell tbiokneaa uaed 10 agga

froa eaoh bird to calculate average individual percent shell

and ahell thickness ooirelatlona. i^ssa were weighed, broken,

and shell aeabranes renoved. The sheila were dried in an oven

at lOO^'c ioT 2H hr, weighed, and the ahell thlekneaa measured

at four or mart points ranging from the blunt to the pointed

end. Correlations between shell weight and shell thickness

ranged froa .^3 to .83^^. Correlation coefficients between

hell thickness and percent shell ranged froa .740 to .982.

The authors concluded while to a great degree ahell thickness

was independent of egg weight it seemed to be adequately repre«

ented by percentage shell and to a leaser degree by the weight

of shell. The coefficients between egg weight and shell weight

ranged between .^58 and .820. This would seea to indicate egg

weight has a greater Influence on percent ahell than haa shell

weight. While the increaae of egg weight Increases percent

shell, the increaae In shell weight operates in the othar

direction. In suaaary, Taylor and Lemer believed percent of

total egg weight represented by egg ahell was as accurate as

expression of individual variatlona in ahell quality, aa aora

cuaberaoae formulas which take into account effects of dlffer-

encea in total egg weight upon shell weight.

Miller and Bearse (1934) dried shells used in their

observations for 18 hr at 110®C, and after finding shell weight,

calculated percent shell. This was converted into a ahell
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thlolmeas index by using the following fonralas

e«ntag« observation was not used bscause the autbors foo&d

•ggs with siMilar shall thlcknasa say show different shell

percentages resulting froa diffarenoea in egg aise. A saall

egg having a given ahell thickness would have a larger percent

shell than a large egg having the same ahell thickneas. This

concluaion does not agree with Taylor and Lamer, above.

A convex-anvil nicroaeter was used by Uilhela (1940) to

record shell thickness at points around the waist of the egg.

Shells were dried for at least three days at ICX)**?. Wilhela

agreed with Taylor and Lerner (1939) that egg weight haa a

greater influence on percentage ahell than haa shell weight,

but qualified this by stating the fomer ia true only when eggs

laid throughout the entire year are oonaidered. Uhea only the

eggs laid after aature egg siae waa reached were oonaidered,

it waa apparent to Wilhela ahell weight exerted the greatest

influence. The relationahip between percent ahell and ahell

thickness waa greater for the entire year than when ootiaidered

after March 1 only. He assuaed this was true since both dry

weight of shell and ahell thickness declined while egg aixe

reaained relatively conatant after nature egg aize waa reached.

The correlation coefficient between shell thickness and percent

ahell waa .803 for the entire trial, but only .462 after egg

aise leveled off. Both coefficients were highly significant.

A highly aignificant correlation coefficient was reported



b«tw*«n shell thickness and dry weight of shell, and the

oorrelatlon obtained after aature egg slse was reached was

significantly higher.

Kueller (19^7) related selected egg characteristics to

resistance of shell against puncttire by pressure and lapact.

Shell thickness accounted for €>0.'^li of the Tarlatlons In

resistance to pressure puzkoture and 12.$^ for laqpact puncture.

Percent shell accounted for 62,^% against pressure puncture

and 13«2% of the rarlatlon In resistance to lapaot methods.

Specific gravity t shape index and egg weight were also compared,

but shell thickness sad percent shell and shell thickness gave

the highest values. Kueller concluded from these results, that

of the characteristics tested, percent shell and shell thick-

ness were the best indices of resistance to puncture by

pressure. The puncture devices employed were applications of

iaoreasing weight through a tip of .^ am diameter and droppiiig

a pluamet with a tip of .4^ mm diameter, from increasing

heights.

In studies of the effect of environment on performance,

Hueller (1961) used percent shell and shell thickness data but

did not give correlation coefficients. However, he did admit

that in interpreting percent shell data, the effect of the egg

weight on percent shell should be considered, simple caleala-

tion, he pointed out, shows an identical change in shell

thickness will cause a greater change in percent shell if the

egg is small than if it is large.
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Thornton (I960) woighed oggs to the ncarost .5 gr«a,

measured shell thlolcness with an outside mlcroaeter with a

rounded anvil and flat spiitdle, and dried the shells OTor

night at 160**?. Shell thickness (including neabranes) and

percent shell, were correlated. A coerfioient of .997 between

the two was recorded which was highly significant. A further

calculation of the regression line gave a value of .023.

Thus, for each increase of .10 bb in shell thicJcness, an addi-

tional .23 shell percentage units resulted. This showed that

very snail differences in shell thiclmess majr have a narked

and consistent influence on percent shell.

Tyler and Geake (1961) used 100 pieces fron each shell to

obtain a nean true shell thickness. The shells were boiled in

a 2.3^ HaOU solution which gave true shell weight without any

trace of neabranes. These aeabrane-free shells were also used

to determine true shell weight in calculating percentage shell.

The authors expressed the belief that with other aethods avail-

able, percentage shell should cease to be used as a nethod of

assessing shell quality, since it is no more difficult to divide

•hell weight by a value for surface area, (derived froa egg

weight), froa a table, than to divide by egg weight itself. It

was further concluded that true shell weight per unit area

(ag/ca ) is probably a better aeasure than shell thickness it-

self, since shell thickness is based on a relatively few diz«ct

readings, rather than the whole shell. Tyler and Geake pro-

posed, however, that even weight per unit area of shell plus
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routlna porpoaea and la eaay to aaaaure. It waa auggaatad It

Klgbt be aaceaaary to aatabliab a aultabla aquation for each

group of birds or even aacb bird.

obeli tblokneas waa aaaaured with a alcroneter and an

average of three readings^ one taken at the largest clroniBfer-

enoe and one at eaoh end of the ahell, was considered the shell

thickness score, by Hurwlts and Grlaingar (1962). Theaa read-

ings were taken on aeabrane-free ahella. The ahells were

dried at lOS^C and weighed for calculating percent shall,

using the formula
.Jh|iiWeiaht_ X 100.

£.gg weight

A different curve was found for percentage shell than for all

other shell quality criteria uaed, breaking strength, shell

weight, shell weight per unit area, and ahell thiokness, par-

ticularly for the first 10 periods of egg production studied.

While the breaking strength and thickness curves did not show

a tendency to decline during the tiae tasted, percentage shell

declined both in high and low cedciua groups. Shell weight

per unit area, on the other hand, was in good agreement with

breaking strength and shell thiokness. From the definition of

percent ahell, the authors noted, it is obvious this parameter

la influenced by both ahell weight and egg weight, the later

essentially expressing egg volume. Aooording to the empirical

formula of Kueller and Scott (19^), surface area A (in oa^} -

.67 • V^^, whara U is the egg weight in grams. Since by
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definition, Z - ~575§-7^j2/3j this can be transformed into the

following I g yl/3
^ w * k.67 ' ^^ definition, P (percent ahell)

§ • 100» it follows that P - 4.67 • Z • w~^'. Henae, for a

constant shell weight per unit of surface area, percentage

shell will decrease exponentially with increases in egg weight.

The decrease in percentage shell during the 10 periods studied

was therefore a reflection of the relatirely rapid increase in

•(g sise.

XsMudson and Baker (1940) expressed this sane conclusion

about percent shell. Assuning the egg to be a solid of rerolo-

tion, they revealed for any giTen shell thickness, percentage

•hell will decrease with increased egg Tolune. According to

their findings, a change in shell thickness has three tines as

great an effect on percent shell (and in the opposite direction)

as the sane relatiTe change in egg vclune. If eggs produced by

an individual hen increased 1% in shell thickness and iJh in

Tolune, they would still have the sane percent shell.

Shell Thickneas-opecific aravitr . Sooanoff and Hoaanoff

(1949) stated that specific gravity of the egg shell is nearly

twice that of the egg contents. The entire egg's specific

gravity is, therefore, largely influenced by the proportional

anount or thickness of shell. Since the thickness of shell la

extrefflely variable among eggs of each species, so also is

specific gravity of these eggs. A range of 1.056 to 1.116 was
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reported in a larg* number of ohlckon, turkey and duck eggs.

The factors that deteralne the thickness of shell (pathologjr,

nutrition and heredity) are also responsible for specific

grsTlty of the chicken egg.

Specific gravity was determined in sodlua chloride solu-

tions Tarying in intensity fro« 1.066 to 1.09* at 55®P by

Kountney and Vandersant (1937}« The solution of lowest density

in which the eggs would Just float was considered as the

specific gravity reading. Shell thickness was determined by

•asuring with an Ames paper thickness gauge in .001 of an

lash, oa the saall, large, and aiddle portions of the shell,

eabranes included. Correlation coefficients for the relation-

ship between specific gravity and shell thickness, and specific

gravity and shell weight were statistically significant. ?or

specific gravity and shell thickness the coefficients were

.472, .723 and .737 for eggs froa the three trials. From

these results, it was concluded that of aethods tested (specific

gravity, interior quality, dye penetration, shell thickness and

shell weight), only the relationships of shell thickness,

specific gravity and shell weight were statistically signifi-

eaat. Shell weight was deterained by weighing the whole egg,

reaoving the contents and weighing the dried shells.

Godfrey and Japp (19*9) found a highly significant corre-

lation coefficient ranging froa .73* to .919, between shell

thickness and specific gravity. They included aeabranes and

aeasured thickness with a convex anvil aioroaeter graduated ia
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•001 of an iaoh. 31x maaaureaenta wera Involvad, two aach at

tha anda and aqaatorlal plana. Spaoiric gravity waa datamlnad

by tha aatbod of Munro (1940). A forthar study ravaalad apa-

elflo gravity and ahall color gava a corralatlon ooafflclant

of .267 and ahall thlclcnaaa and aball oolor .101. It waa oon-

oludad that although not aa highly aasoclated with ahall

thlclcnaaa and apaclflo gravity, agg ahall oolor mmj be uaad to

iaprova ahall quality through aalactlon by braadars In brown

egg laying blrda.

Balcar and Curtlaa (193fi) uaad tha aallna aolutlon floating

aethod to dataxmlna apacifle gravity, with a range of froa

1.068 to 1.100, and intervale of .004. Thla gave nine olaaaea

frca 1.068 to 1.100. The aolutlons ware held In covered por-

eclaln pans and were eheclced with a hydroaetar at the start and

after each 100 eggs ware tested. Shell thickness was BeasuI^ed,

aeabranea Intact, in .01 of a aa, with a paper gauge aodlfled

to accoaaodate tha curvature of the shell. Meaaureaenta were

aade In tha equatorial region to reduce the coefficient of

variability. Specific gravity and shell thickness were highly

correlated at a low of .693 in February to a high of .893 ia

June. These were significant at the probability level of .01.

The authora correlated apeelfio gravity, shell thickneas, ahell

aottliflg and internal quality and concluded that apeciflo

gravity and ahall thickness have little relationship to shell

aottling. They further concluded internal quality and apeciflo

gravity are not related nor are internal quality and shell
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thlolmcaa.

Although no oorMlatioa ooaffloionts w*r« quoted, Swaosoa,

Burger aad Prank (1961), la • study ot breaking atrength,

found that standard partial regression coefficients calculated

from shell thickness, specific gravity and breaking strength

data, suggested shell thickness was not as reliable In estl-

ating shell strength as was specific gravity. Two devices

were used to test shell strength, one eaployed a falling steel

ball within a glass tube to neasure impact, and the other, a

rigid steel fraae with a aovable shaft asseably, which gave a

direct aeasure of pressure necessary to crush the egg.

HurwltE and GrlBlnger (1962) neaaured shell thlclcness at

the point of largest circumferenoe and at each end of the shell.

7hese three neasurenents (without meabranes) were averaged for

the shell thickness score. A alcroaeter was used for aeasuring.

The authors did not actually measure specific gravity, but aade

the stateaent that specific gravity would be expected to be

8ub;]ect to the same draw-backs as percent shell, that is, it

would be influenced by changes in egg weight, and thus fail to

reveal true changes in shell strength when changes occurred ia

egg weight. Shell thickness was referred to as a good indica-

tor of breaking strength, the two paraaeters giving a correla-

tion of .736. However, shell thiokness, they concluded, will

oaetiaes fall to indicate breakablllty, since shell density

and texture enter into breaking strength scores and are not

allowed for in shell thiokness aeasurefflents.
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tyluT ead OffaJce (1961) b«li«v«d that spoelfle gravity of

•es«« although only eaplrioalljr related to shell thickness,

gives an excellent aaaesament of it, although care Bust b«

used to aeasure it accurately. This includes using increments

of .001 in specific gravity solutions, checking solutions with

a specific gravity bottle, rather than a hydroneter, constant

checking to adjust for evaporation errors, and a refinement of

the technique in determining the end point, that is, the solu-

tion in which the egg Just floats. With reduction of intervals

to .001 units, this latter becomes a very difficult and time

ecmsuffling problem. The authors stated that for reasonably

accurate work, the precautions necessary made it rather less

suitable than other shell quality assessment tools, but for

leas critical studies where two or three groups only arc

necessary, it is probably a suitable method to determine broad

olasaificatlona. In their own work, Tyler and Geake employed

the Archimedes principle for determining specific gravity.

Further, part of the egga were measured by flotation, with

.001 increments and the readings checked by weighing, at set

intervals, a sample, ia a specific gravity bottls.

P«c»nt ghell-Speoific gravity . Warren et al. (1950)

measured shell thickness in terms of percent shell, weighing

the whole egg and the shell, plus membranes, after the shells

were oven dried for 2* hr. Shell weight was divided by whol*

egg weight. They also tested the tendency of eggs to float la

alt solutions of varying concentrations, with a series



arranged to give 12 grades of spaolfle graTlty. It was reported

that shell thickness, as measured by percent shell, was better

than specific gravity, because of else differences. This does

not seea consistent with the author's earlier statements, that

in general, results of percent shell and specific gravity were

in agreeaent. They did not eaploy statistical measures to

compare the two methods, but concluded that specific gravity

as a measure of shell thickness was too greatly subject to

experimental error to Justify its use.

Hutt and Oowe (1948) quoted Olsson (19?4) in showing that

specific gravity was very highly correlated to percent shell,

at a range of .94 to .98. This is in agreeaent with Mountney

and Vandersant (19^7) who reported the correlation coefficient

between specific gravity and percent shell to be in a range of

.371 to .7^ depending upon the breed of birds laying the eggs

measured. They concluded that only the coefficients for spe-

cific gravity and shell thickness and specific gravity and per>

cent shell were statistically significant. Hurwlts and

Qrlminger (1939) stated that due to the increase in egg else

with age, the use of shell weight as percent of total weight,

and therefore, use of the specific gravity method, does not

necessarily represent actual changes in shell strength that

might or might not occur aa the laying season progresses.

In a study of breaking strength, Frank, Swanson and

Burger (1962) measured specific gravity and percent shell, but

did not correlate the two. The statement was made that results



produced suggest speolflo gravity was tbe most reliable alogle

Beasurenent ot shell strength and thus loplled It was a better

shell quality aeaaure thaa percent shell.

ggg WelKht-Feroent obeli . In a treatment of the relation-

ship of weights of parts of the egg to total egg weight, Jull

(1924^) reported a oozrelatlon ooeffleient of .644 between shell

weight and egg weight, which was the lowest correlation among

all other parte examined. The snaller eggs contained the

highest percent shell and albuaen and the lowest percent yolk.

Percent shell seeoed to decrease with regularity from the

lightest to the heaviest egg weight class.

Taylor and Martin (1929) classed eggs according to their

original weight into (1) 24 os or over per dosen, (2) 22-24 os

per doxen, and (3) less than 22 os per dosen. It was found the

weight of eggs tested showed no relationship to thickness of

egg shell as expressed in percentage shell terms. Taylor and

I«mer (1939) found gross coefficients of correlation between

egg weight and shell weight ranging between .^58 and .620.

They concluded egg weight has a greater influence on percent

shell than has shell weight. While the increase in egg weight

iaereased percent shell, the increase in shell weight operated

in the opposite dij^ction.

Wllhsla (1940) quoted Taylor and Lemer above, in saying

that egg velght has a greater Influence on percent shell than

shell weight, but UilhelB gave data to show this was true only

when eggs laid throughout the year were considered, as opposed



to Inoludios only egga produced after nature egg else was

reached. Uhen the latter was done, shell weight exerted a

greater InXlaenoe on percent shell than egg weight. It waa

decided shell tbiokness is not independent ot egg weight.

SDimAfiX or RUMIMM Og LI7£BATUIU(

Breaking strength is a relatively accurate aethod of

assessing shell qualit/. Correlation coefficients between

this aetbod and others are, as a rule, highly significant.

Uowever, the aain problea in this procedure, is the dlfficultT'

In constructing an Instruaent which will give accurate data.

This stateaent can be verified by ezaaining the work of lyler

and Ctcake (1963). In so far as the literature reviewed is

concerned, it is virtually iapossible to ooapare data obtained

by different workers. Stuart and Uart (1938) expressed their

results in pounds of strength. Novikoff and Gutteridge (1949)

calculated weight tiaes distance to deteraine an index of foroe.

Hale (19^}i as quoted by Tyler (1962), presented a value

teraed "dynes". Bowaan and Challender (1963) recorded weight

of the falling ball which produoed cracking. 31uka, Beach and

Saith (196^) used pressure per square inch (psi) to express

results of their hydrostatic tester. Although each of these

produced data accurate within the bounds of their set of cir-

•oaatanoes, it is difficult to imagine a comparison aaong them.

£gg weight loss is a rather involved process, requiring a

Lapse af several days in which the eggs are incubated.
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Although Oodfrey aad Olaon (1937) at«ted thia Mthod was

cap«rior to aha 11 thlcknaaa aa a quality saasura, tba ohTloua

diaadvoataisaa aore than otf-aet th« advantagea.

ohall taxtura Is or little value aa a general guide to

hell quality, olnce it ia conpletely aubjective, it la open

to ohTioua errora.

Shell weight haa been explored by relatively few workers,

lace it ia cowton practice to expresa shell weight in tersa

or percentage of the whole egg. Obviously, shell weight alone

Is of limited value, slace it does not take into account egg

•ise, which definitely affecta shell weight.

Shall weight per unit area, apparently resolves the prob-

leas inherent in shell quality aeasureaenta of shell weight

and percent shell. In expreaaing shell weight in tenu of area,

rather than sise or weight, the influence of egg weight is

eliminated. However, as pointed out by Tyler and Qeake (1961),

this measure involves the use of a formula and table which

should be representative of the eggs being tested, aad this

limits the applleation of this aeaaure.

JXt'EHIMEHTAL PHOCEDURE

Sggs were obtained froa Kansas 3tate University poultry

flocks of coameroial strain birds. Collection Period I ia the

Spring of I960 included 300 eggs from Honneger hens in their

44th week of production after reaching 30> rate of lay. Col-

lection Period II in the Fall of I960 oonsiated of 300 eggs
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from 37-Liae hens In their third week of production efter

reaching 30% lay.

All egga involved were selected on a random basis, stored

over-night at approximately 33^F> and the data collected the

following day. £gg weight was taken on a gram scale to the

nearest .1 gat after which specific gravity was determined.

Salt (VaCl) solutions were used which were prepared in incre-

ments of .005 vmits of specific gravity, with a range from

1.060 to 1.100. The concentration or specificity, of each

solution increment, was checked at regular intervals during

the process of collecting the data. £ggs were first iomerssd

in water end then into the salt solutions, going from the

weaker or lowest concentrated salt solutions to the stronger

or more highly concentrated solutions. No effort was made to

wash or dry the eggs in the process of transferring between

solutions since it was believed the carry-over from the weaker

solutions to the stronger ones tended to offset any evaporation

differences which may have resulted from the solutions being

exposed to the air during the testing period.

£ggs were then broken and the shells placed in an oven

and dried at approximately lOO^C for at least 24 hr. Shell

weight was determined to .001 gm and also calculated as a

percentage of initial total egg weight, or shell weight times

100 divided by egg weight. Shell thickness was determined on

three separate segments from around the equatorial region

(waist) of each shell, the average of these three readings was

'it L-
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considered the shell thiokneaa aeasure for each egg. An Aaea

Bodifled paper thickness gauge with convex Jaws was employed*

and readings were taken to the nearest .005 Inch. Shell aes-

branes were measured Intact on the oven dried shells.

Correlation coefficients were calculated for each shell

Bsasureaent criterion with each of the other two measurements,

and also for percent shell and egg weight. In addition, the

regression lines, means, standard deviations, and regression

equations were also calculated.

KSSULTS AlfD DIoCUSSIOR

Shall thickness, as a rule, is tiighly correlated with the

other shell quality measures Included in this paper. Taylor

and Lerner (19^9) found correlation coefficients ranging from

.^3 to .834 between shell thiokneaa and shell weight, while

a range of .7^ to .982 was reported for shell thickness and

percent shell. A highly significant coefficient was observed

by Wllhelm (1940) between shell thickness and dry weight of

shell, while a range of .482 to .803 existed between shell

thickness and percent shell. Thornton (I960) reported a coeffi-

cient of .997 between shell thickness and percent shell, with

a regression line computation of value • .023, which meant

that for each increase of .10 mm in shell thickness, an addl-

tloztal .23 shell percentage units resulted.

Correlation coefficients of .472, .725, and .757 for eggs

in three aeparate trials, between shell thickness and specific
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gravity w«r« roported by Moontney snd Vandtrsaat (1937).

Godfrey and Japp reported figuros o£ .754 to .919 botwoon

these aaiie quality seasures. Baker and Cartlaa (1956) found

oorrelatlona of .693 In February and .89$ In June, between

shell thickness and apeolfic grarlty. Uorwits and arialnger

(1962) reported a correlation coefficient of .736 existed

between shell thickness and breaking strength. Hueller (1957)

stated that shell thickness accounted for 60.4^ of the Tarla-

tlons in resistance to pressure puncture.

In the present study, distribution of shell thickness

data are presented in Figure 1. ka can be seen. Collection

Period IZ with the younger birds, resulted in higher readings.

UoiNTer, there was much less difference between the two

eolleetion periods for shell thickness than for percent shell

and specific gravity. More eggs in both collection periods

fell into the category of .014 inch than into any other cate-

gory, in other words, the node for each collection period was

•014 inch. The aeana were .0139 and .0144 inch for Collection

Periods I and II, respectivsly. The correlation coefficients,

regression lines, aeans, standard deTlations and regression

equations for shell thickness and specific gravity are shown la

Figures 4 and 3 and these saae values for shell thickness and

percent shell are shown In Figures 6 and 7. Correlation coeffi-

cients for eggs froB Collection Period I werei specific gravity

and shell thickness, .603, and for percent shall and shell

thickness, .842. For Collection Period II they were: specific
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gravity and shell thlolmasa, .787 and percent shell and shell

thioknesa, .761.

Theae reaulta eoMpare favorably with thoae of the other

Horkars. Since there la little doubt that ahell thioknesa is

a good indicator of ahell quality, it would appear that any

choice regardine »se of thia tool is one involving personal

preference of each worker. If reaulta are to be compared

between workers, standards should be set up which would allow

for thia coapariaon. Thia atandard should be based upon,

(1) the tools used, (2) the abaenoe or preaence of aeabranea

and (3) the nuaber of and location of readings.

On the surface, percent shell would appear to be a good

indicator of egg shell quality. Warren et al. (1950) stated

percent shell and specific gravity were in agreement as shell

quality aeasures. Taylor and L«ra«r (1939) concluded percent

of total egg weight represented by ahell waa an accurate

expression of individual variations in shell quality, fiatt and

Oewe (19^) quoted Olsson (193^) as stating that percent shell

and specific gravity are correlated at .94 and .98. Mountney

and Vandersant (1957) reported a range of .371 to .756, depend-

ing upon the breed of birds. Mueller (1957) found 62.5% of

the variation in reaistance to preasure puncture was accounted

for by percent shell, and coneluded percent ahell and shell

thickness are the best Indices of resistance against puncture

by pressure.

Despite these favorable eoaatents regarding the use of



parceat shell for determining shell quality, there have been

any authors who have pointed to the serious shortcomings of

this method. I'dller and Bearse (193^) oalculated a percent

shell value, but did not report it in their data because they

believed eggs with similar shell thiclcness may show different

shell percentages resulting from differences in egg sise.

UilhelB (1940) pointed out that egg weight has a greater influx

•Boe on percent shell than has shell weight, but qualified

this by observing the former is true only when eggs laid

throughout the entire year were considered. The relationship

between percent shell and shell thickness was greater for eggs

laid during the entire year, than for eggs laid after Kerch 1,

because shell weight and shell thickness declined while egg

size remained relatively constant after mature egg sice was

reached. The correlation coefficient between shell thickness

and percent shell was .805 for the entire year, but only .482

after egg sise leveled off.

Asmundson and Baker (1940) recorded a three-fold effect

en percent shell of a change in shell thickness. If the eggs

produced by an individual hen Increased 1^ in shell thickness

and 3% in volume, they would still have the same percent shell.

Kueller (1961) admitted that in interpreting percent shell

data, the effect of egg weight on percent shell should be con-

sidered, since simple calculation shows that an identical

change in shell thickness will cause a greater change in psr-

esBt shell if the egg is small than if it is large. Hurwitz
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aad arlslnger (1962) reported a different ourre for percentage

shell than for other ahell quality criteria, and attributed

this to the relatlrely rapid Increase In egg else. 'J^ler and

Qeake (1961) expressed the feeling that percent ahell should

cease to be used as a aethod of assessing shell quality, due

to the adverse effects of egg weight, but also due to the

STallablllty of superior aethods.

The distributions of percent shell measurements for the

present investigation are shown In Figure 2. As was expected,

percent shell readings for Collection Period I were slightly

lower than for Collection X'erlod II due presumably to the

differences In ages of the birds. I'lgures 6 through 9 present

regression lines, means, standard deviations, correlation

coefficients and regression coefficients for percent shell-

shell thickness and percent shell-specific gravity for both

collection periods. As can be seen from these data, the corre-

lation coefficients for these measures fall In line with those

reported by other workers. From these figures, percent shell

would seem to be as good a measurement for shell quality work

as any. However, It should be pointed out that data Included

herein are from one collection of 300 eggs In the spring from

hens nearlng the end of their first year of lay, and another

collection of yx> eggs taken the following fall, from pullets

Just starting their first year of lay. Therefore, the figures

presented do not take Into account measurements of eggs laid

over a period of months, and therefore may not reflect



variations in pareant shall cauaad by dirfaranoaa in ag(

walgttt

.

Bpaoifio graTitjr is widaly ussd as an indiraot aeasura

ot sball quality. In a majority of tba reports reTiewad, it

was eonsidarad a good natbod of aasassing tbioknass of shall.

A eorralation ooaffioient ranga of .94 to .98 betwasn apaoifio

gravity and shall tbieknass waa raportad by Olsson (1934) as

quotad by Hutt and (iowa (1948). Godfrey and Japp (1949) found

oosffioienta ranging fron .734 to .919 between the same tools.

Hountney and Vandersant oonoluded that spaoifio gravity was one

of the statistically signifioent shell quality criteria. Jpa-

cifio gravity and shell thickness were found to be highly

correlated at the probability level of .01 by Jaker and Curtias

(1938). uiwanson, Burger and ^ank (1961) suggested that shell

thickness is not as reliable in estiaating shell strength as

apecific gravity, even though apaoifio gravity is an attempt

to naasuxa indirectly shell thickness. Tyler and Gaaka (1961)

stated that specific gravity, although only aapirieally related

to shall thioknaaa, gives an excellent aasassaent of it, if

proper precautions are taken to assure it is accurately taken.

In a ooapariaon of percent ahell and specific gravity, Frank,

Swanson and Burger (1962) atated that apecific gravity was the

ost reliable single indicator of shell strength.

Although no actual measureinents were reported, Uurwits

and ariaingar (1%2) stated that apecific gravity would be

expected to be aabjact to the same short-coaings as percent
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•hallt whloh appears to b« influanead by obaogaa la egg weight,

and thus Tall to reveal true changes In shell quality when

changes occur In egg weight.

Percentage distribution of specific graTlty easureaents

are presented in figure 3' Ihe other shell quality measures

including correlation coefficients between shell specific

gravity and percent shell and shell thlclmess are shown in

figures 4, $, 8 and 9, for the two collection periods. Specific

gravity and percent shell were the most highly correlated of

all aeasureaents, which may have been caused by the lack of

siailarity in the distribution patterns used (a smaller range

was used for specific gravity than for percent shell, result-

ing in higher percentages of egg within each measurement value).

It would seem to this author, that since there is little

doubt specific gravity is a suitable shell quality measure,

certain standards should be set up to make comparison between

workers more meaningful. A standard range of solutions should

be accepted, as should the Increment interval between saline

concentrations. Another area which was not explored in the

literature, and which might possibly be involved in the accu-

raoy of specific gravity work, is the temperature at which

eggs and also solutions used, are kept prior to, and during,

the actual readings. Another factor which should be standard-

ised, is the age of eggs prior to measurement.

The effects of egg weight upon shell weight and therefore

percent shell lack uniformity based upon literature reviewed.



Taylor and Martin (1929) stated that egg weight haa no rela-

tionship to shell thickness. Jail (1924) found that percent

shell seeaed to decrease from the lightest to the heaviest

eggs. Taylor and Lexner (1939) observed that egg weight has

a greater Influence on percent shell than has shell weight.

This was accepted by Vilhels (19^^)} only when eggs laid for

the entire year were considered. When eggs produced only after

sture egg else was reached were neasured, shell weight exerted

a greater influence on percent shell than did egg weight and

thast shell weight is not independent of egg weight.

figures 10 and 11 present the relationship of egg weight

to percent shell. In both cases, Collection Period I and

Collection Period II, a negative correlation coefficient was

established. This indicates the greater the egg weight, or

the larger the egg, the lower the percent shell. The correla-

tion coefficient was higher for eggs from the younger birds

froB the second collection period than for the older birds

from the first oolleetlon period.

SUMNIBX

Of the various methods of measuring shell quality included

In the review of literature, certainly the most interesting is

breaking strength. A wide variety of devices were used, some

very crude, others extremely complex. If any of these could be

perfected, or if a new apparatus oould be developed, that would

be simple in principle and operation, with acceptable acotiraoy
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and repaataMllty, breaking strength would probably become the

oat widely used tool for shell quality detenalnatlon. After

all, this is the factor that should be of most concern, the

force necessary to crack or puncture an egg. It is the problea

of cracked eggs that prompts most studies of shell quality,

dhell thickness, percent shell, specific gravity, shell shape

and other direct or indirect measures are actually only means

to the end of finding why and how eggs become cracked between

the hen house and the consumer. The most direct answer to this

question could be found in determining the breaking strength

of the egg.

dpeoific gravity is the method this author would recommend,

because it gives a very good evaluation of the shell quality

factor, even though it is an Indirect measure of shell thickness.

It is a relatively simple operation which can be reduced to a

routine after proper precautions are taken. This is important

where relatively large numbers of eggs are involved. Another

economic factor is the salvaging of the intact egg which is

not possible with various other methods herein discussed.

Shell thickness is the second choice of the three tested.

If proper steps are taken, such as several readings averaged

to derive a mean shell thickness recording, and if shell m&m-

branes are removed to prevent their influence on true shell

thickness, this method can be a very good measure of shell

strength. If available, a micrometer is preferred over its

rival instrument, the thickness gauge, due to higher accuracy



and 8ttp«rior repaataMlity. Shell thioknass raoordings can

ba raduoad to a highly afflolant routina as can be spaclitle

graTltgr raadlngs, but shell thloluess work reijulres disposal

Of broken eggs and, or course, the eggs are not salable as

shell eggs.

aegardless of the high correlation coefficients found in

this report and in the literature reviewed, between percent

shell and other shell quality criteria, it is the opinion of

the author, that with other tools at hand, percent shell is

unworthy of serious consideration. Certainly specific gravity

and shell thickness are no sore difficult, nor tiae consuaing,

and are not subject to the obvious critlcisa of inaccuracy due

to a variable such as egg weight.

Agg weight and percent shell in this study war* correlated

with a negative value, which aeans that as egg weight increases,

percent shell decreases. This relationship is part of the

reason for stating that of the three shell quality indicators

presented, percent shell is the most variable and subject to

error.
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Figure 4. Relationship of Shell thickness to Specific Gravity
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An sxtenslTe r«Tl«w of the lit«ratur« was conducted to

study iMtbods of iMasurlng egg shell quality. 3hell tbickneaa,

breaking atrengtb, poroalty, percent shell, apeclfio gravity,

egg weight loss, shell texture, shell weight, shell weight per

unit area and egg shape were described and discussed by the

authors rericwed. The relationships between shell thickness,

percent shell, specific gravity and egg weight were exsKined

la greater detail and correlation coefficients between then

were presented. It was coneludsd that although breaking

strength is a good aeasure of shell quality, it is very diffi-

cult to construct suitable devices which are coBtparable in

perforaance. i^gg weight loss, shell texture, shell weight,

egg shape and porosity have inherent flaws or are not practical,

ohell weight per unit area is a good aeasure, but must rely-

on the use of a table and formula representative of the eggs

tested, and therefore, is Halted.

In addition to the review of literature, a study was coo-

ducted to compare the relationships between shell thickness,

percent shell, specific gravity and egg weight. Two separate

periods were selected in which 300 eggs each from different

aged birds in different seasons were compared for the above

factors, statistical data including correlation coefficients,

regression lines, means, standard deviations and regression

equations were obtained. High positive correlation ooeffioi-

ents were found between shell thickness and specific gravity,

shell thlokaess and percent shell and specific gravity and



percent shell tor both oolleotlon periods. A negative corre-

lation ooemolent was established between egg weight and

peroent shell In both collection periods, indicating the larger

the egg the lower the peroent shell.

It was concluded that specific gravity is the most suit-

able or the aeasurea investigated because of its high oorrola-

tion to shell thickness and peroent shell, and because of its

relative ease and efficiency of collection. Shell thickness

la Bore subject to error but should be preferred above peroent

shell, which is too dependent on egg weight, to b« relied upon

for truly accurate assessaenti.


